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“It is not just 

members who 

must stitch 

together singular 

comprising multiple 

societies to satisfy 

highly individualized 

sets of professional 

needs.”

collaborate and improvise most effectively have prevailed.”

—Charles Darwin (attributed)

 After the TMS 2017 Annual Meeting and Exhibition, TMS staff conducted our standard survey 
of conference attendees, asking about the meeting experience, the program, the exhibition, etc.
One extra question queried attendees about what other societies they held membership with 
beyond TMS. The resulting number was close to 125 societies. And, in everyone’s perpetual 
race for relevance, each of these membership societies possesses a clear and differing value 
proposition. That’s probably why the average TMS2017 attendee reported holding membership 

serve a cross-disciplinary global community, where member service requires more rather than 

multiple societies to satisfy highly individualized sets of professional needs. Societies themselves 
must do the same thing by collaborating and improvising with other societies to build singular 
solutions to emergent issues that no society working alone can effectively address. Among 
the activities in which TMS is engaged with other societies are Metallurgical and Materials 
Transactions, Journal of Electronic Materials, Scripta Materialia, Acta Materialia, professional 

Science and Technology conference, the Material Advantage student membership program, 

training of emerging leaders, a variety of recurrent events . . . you get the idea. The agreements 
are with a long list of collaborators, including (the curious will have to Google the full names) 

 As evolution is a process and not a destination, TMS is always working to develop new 
projects that advance the discipline, and sometimes those projects require new memoranda of 

has grown by three, with the number of TMS-collaborating associations expanding by two:
• TMS and the American Nuclear Society(ANS) are teaming up to hold a new biennial 

installment to be held in 2019. Programming interests include microstructural processes in 
irradiated materials, and materials and fuels for current and advanced nuclear reactors.

• TMS and Deutsche Gesellschaft für Materialkunde (DGM) entered into a sweeping 
agreement that provides for TMS’s developing programming for the DGM Materials 
Science and Engineering conference, and DGM’s developing content for the TMS Annual 

professional development, and other trans-Atlantic initiatives.

AIST, SME, and SPE. It is a cross-disciplinary conference that will focus on safety in resource 
extraction and utilization, mining, energy, steel, materials, and other science and engineering 

 In consideration of all of this customization and collaboration to meet new challenges, I 
wonder if Darwin should be rewritten as, “. . . the long history of humankind (and animal kind, 
too, and association kind, too, too) . . . “? Personally, I don’t think that he’d mind us taking such 
liberties. Darwin is adaptable, right?
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	in the final analysis



